Increasing Thunderstorm Coverage through Thursday.

Tropics Becoming Active.

- Weak Tropical Low Just Offshore of Central Florida Peninsula
  - Local Impacts: Elevated rip current risk through Mon.
  - System tracks NE away from our region through Mon.

- Tropical Storm Dorian approaches Caribbean Mid-Week
  - High uncertainty with intensity and storm track.
  - Unknown if there will be any impact to Florida.
  - Monitor the progress of Dorian. Refer to official forecasts from National Hurricane Center.
Weak low pressure just east of the central FL Atlantic coast tracks to NE.
Could become a Tropical Cyclone well NE of Florida.
NO significant impacts to local area.
Elevated Rip Current Risk through Mon.

TS Dorian tracks WNW through the week.
Forecast beyond Thursday uncertain.
Local impacts unknown at this time.
Continue to monitor official forecasts.